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How to paint a BTR 80 By Rick Lawler

Hello friends, the AMMO blog pages are our way to show to you some of our products, but also to show you techniques that we hope will be helpful. The 
subject of this chapter begins with the idea of showing the AMMO Modern Russian Colors acrylic paints. Of course, once I begin working on a model it is 
hard to stop at only the painting stage – so – as you will see I continue with the project all the way through to final weathering.

The model is the Trumpeter BTR 80, a very 
nice kit that is well detailed and easy to as-
semble.
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The first stage of painting is the primer. AMMO primers are not only 
good for laying a foundation, but by choosing the colors carefully I can 
also add an element of pre-shade to the undercoat.

Tools and other details are easily painted using the wide range of spe-
cialty colors. Light Wood, A.MIG-038, is shown here being painted us-
ing a fine tipped brush.

Broad stripes of the second color, A.MIG-058 Light Green Khaki, are 
added.

Painting begins using A.MIG-055 Oil Ochre as the base color. AMMO 
acrylics are specially blended to be applied either by brush or airbrush.  
In this case I airbrushed the colors straight from the bottles.

In a similar manner, A.MIG-033 Rubber and Tires is an excellent choice 
for painting the large tires of the BTR 80. In this case the color was 
airbrush.

Finally, disruptive Modern Russian Camouflage color, A.MIG-055 Black, 
is sprayed in a pattern similar fashion with using the airbrush.
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Surface details are defined using A.MIG-1000 Brown Wash for German Dark Yellow, a wash less intense than Dark Brown Wash and balances perfectly 
over the ochre base color.

Moisture stains are indicated on the tires by selective washes using 
A.MIG-1005 Dark Brown Wash for Green Vehicles.

Combinations of AMMO Nature Effects are lightly airbrush onto the 
lower surfaces to indicate dirt, dust, splashes and stains.

Heavier dirt accumulations are created by brushing AMMO pigments. The remaining steps are simply a matter of fixing small details until I felt satisfied.  
The Modern Russian Colors acrylic paints are perfectly matched to the reference photos showing the BTR 80 in service. And of course, AMMO weather-
ing products are making weathering realistic and easy.




